Learning Solutions Series at AFCEA TechNet Augusta

Beyond Magic: Next-level Infrastructure and Intelligent Incident Response

August 16, 2023 * 1:30 - 4:30 PM EST
Augusta Marriott at the Convention Center | Augusta, GA
Moderator: James Stanger, PhD
Panelists: Sam Blaney, By Light; Dr. Pragyansmita Nayak, Hitachi Vintara; Christopher Yates, Red Hat

Join CompTIA to gather insights on how AI/ML is used to augment human decision-making and facilitate effective incident response. There’s an old adage about technology: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” Well, it’s time to demystify some of the advanced technologies that we’re using every day.

During this 3-hour learning experience, we will discuss:
• Protecting information in a Web 3.0, data fabric world
• Fostering productive levels of human / AI interaction
• How AI and automation technologies are used to accelerate Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA)
• The role of edge intelligence, data tagging, and zero trust technology in modern operations
• Steps for protecting AI-assisted decision making ability in multi-domain operations
• Learning pathways for effective, data-driven incident response including CompTIA CySA+, and DataSys+

Learn more about the human-to-machine and machine-to-machine interactions that make great field decisions possible. Earn 3 CEUs, approved for A+, Network+, Security +, Cloud+, Linux, CYSA+, Data+, Pentest+, and CASP+.

Attendees will have the chance to win a CompTIA exam voucher of their choice.
Register at tinyurl.com/3bf5znbk